Abstract.-Several data partitions, including nuclear and mitochondrial gene sequences, chromosomes, isoenzymes, and morphological characters, were used to propose a new phylogeny and to test previously published hypotheses about the phylogenetic positions of basal clades of the lizard genus Sceloporus and the relationship of Sceloporus to the former genus "Sator". In accord with earlier studies, our results grouped "Sator" as internal to Sceloporus, and both support a hypothesis of transgul an vicariance for the origin of the former genus "Sator" on islands in the Sea of Cortez. Robustness of support for internal nodes in our best tree was established though widely used indices (bootstrap proportions, decay values) but also through congruence among independent data partitions. Several deep nodes in the tree recovered by several methods, including equally weighted and differentially weighted parsimony and maximum likelihood models, are only weakly supported by the traditional indices. This methodological concordance is taken as evidence for insensitivity of the deep structure of the topology to alternative assumptions. [Biogeography; character congruence; maximum likelihood; parsimony; phylogeny; Sceloporus; weighted parsimony.]
With increasingly large data sets for phylogenetic inference, systematists should nd reason to feel con dent in their results. However, multiple data sets also increase the potential for con icting hypotheses and lead to questions about how data should be combined, excluded, weighted, and modeled. Even if a consensus of opinion existed for the analysis of data under a particular optimality criterion, we must still choose among equally versus differentially weighted parsimony (EP vs. WP), maximum likelihood (ML), and minimum evolution approaches, each with its own assumptions and limitations.
Simulation studies and investigations of experimentally generated phylogenies have shown that some methods of phylogenetic inference perform better than others for a variety of conditions such as branch lengths, mutation rates, and data set sizes (Hillis et al., 1992 (Hillis et al., , 1994a (Hillis et al., , 1994b Huelsenbeck, 1995) . However, those studies are often conducted under simpli ed conditions 5 Author for correspondence.
in comparison with the complexities of multiple data sets that have evolved under different constraints. Consequently, no general consensus has been reached about the "best" approach to phylogeny reconstruction. For example, assume for the sake of argument that under ideal conditions, ML analysis is always the superior approach. In real data sets, the dif culty in modeling insertion/deletion events and morphological characters usually results in their being excluded from phylogenetic analysis. Further, the computational complexity of a likelihood analysis almost always dictates a more cursory search of tree space, at least with large data sets. Is a likelihood approach with these limitations still superior to a parsimony analysis that includes more characters and explores tree space more thoroughly? We do not know the answer to this question.
Potential solutions to these issues include the adoption, on the basis of philosophy, of a single optimality criterion (Miyamoto and Fitch, 1995a; Siddal and Kluge, 1997) or, conversely, the use of a wide range of methods (e.g., parsimony, distance, likelihood; Kim, 1993 ; Hû astad and Björklund, 1998).
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Presumably, analysis and comparison of empirical data sets will in uence opinions on methods, just as analyses of simulated data sets have distinguished differences in performance under ideal conditions. Here we present an empirical data set to evaluate a phylogenetic hypothesis for basal clades of the lizard genus Sceloporus. In the process, we utilize a variety of data to identify nodes that are strongly supported by character congruence.
The majority of our analyses use some form of parsimony, which permits the simultaneous analysis of different data partitions that lack adequate evolutionary models, is relatively insensitive to missing data and taxa, and is computationally feasible with large data sets (Wiens, 1998a; Reeder, 1995, 1997) . This computational feasibility also permits a more thorough search strategy, but performance may be strongly in uenced by variation in branch length (Felsenstein, 1978; Huelsenbeck and Hillis, 1993; Huelsenbeck, 1995) . WP can compensate for some of the drawbacks of EP, however, by reducing the in uence of characters that are likely to have had multiple substitutions (Chippindale and Wiens, 1994; Cunningham, 1997a Cunningham, , 1997b Voelker and Edwards, 1998) .
ML methods are also less sensitive to branch length biases than is parsimony but may be sensitive to the model of nucleotide substitution (Hasegawa and Fujiwara, 1993) . Likelihood can also be used to test for the effects of nucleotide compositional bias, substitution differences, and among-site rate variation (Huelsenbeck and Crandall, 1997; Huelsenbeck and Rannala, 1997) . Both approaches assume character independence, which may not always be met for either molecular or morphological data (Miyamoto and Fitch, 1995b; Emerson and Hastings, 1998) .
We explored concordance in tree topology among three different optimality criteria-EP, two methods of WP, and ML-for basal clades of the lizard genus Sceloporus. The value of using Sceloporus in this study derives from its morphological and ecological diversity. It has been used as a model system for testing a variety of behavioral, demographic, physiological, and evolutionary questions (reviewed by Sites et al., 1992) , yet some of the most dif cult phylogenetic issues center on relationships among the basal groups (Wiens and Reeder, 1997) .
Phylogenetic Hypotheses of Sceloporus
Previous hypotheses of relationships within Sceloporus, shown in Figure 1 , have been proposed on the basis of a classical taxonomic study of morphological characters (Smith, 1939) , and a numerical phenetic study based on chromosomal, distributional, and morphological data (Larsen and Tanner, 1974, 1975) . The Smith phylogeny recognized distinct "small-bodied, small-scaled" (SB/SS) and "large-bodied, large-scaled" (LB/LS) radiations, whereas Larsen and Tanner (1975) recognized three major groups, and resurrected the genus Lysoptychus Cope, for the species that belonged to their group I ( Fig. 1 ; see also Sites et al., 1992: gs. 7, 8) . Hall (1973 Hall ( , 1980 Hall ( , 1983 presented a hypothesis based on chromosome data (summarized by Sites et al., 1992) , recognizing monophyletic SB/SS (without any evidence) and LB/LS radiations, and considered Uta and other genera to be external to Sceloporus ( Fig. 1 ; see also Sites et al., 1992: gs. 19, 26) . More recently, Wiens and Reeder (1997) used mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) sequences (12S and 16S ribosomal RNA [rRNA] gene regions), internal and external morphology, coloration, chromosome, and life history characters to infer a phylogeny for the genus. This hypothesis represents the most complete phylogenetic analysis to date, both in number of characters and number of species sampled, and proposes that the SB/SS radiation is not monophyletic (Fig. 1 ).
At a higher taxonomic level, hypotheses regarding monophyly of the genus Sceloporus with respect to the genus "Sator" have been con icting. Etheridge and de Queiroz (1988) proposed that these two form a monophyletic group within a more-inclusive sceloporine clade ((Petrosaurus) ((Uta) ((Urosaurus) (("Sator") + (Sceloporus))))), but presented no synapomorphies for Sceloporus. Frost and Etheridge (1989) , analyzing a similar data set (internal and external morphological characters), concluded that Sceloporus was not monophyletic if "Sator" was retained as a genus, and therefore "Sator" should be synonymized with Sceloporus. Wyles and Gorman (1978) also concluded that the genus "Sator" should be synonymized with Sceloporus, on the basis of immunological distance data. Wiens (1993) presented a cladistic analysis of relationships within the Sceloporus group of the family Phrynosomatidae, on the FIGURE 1. Selected alternative hypotheses for basal species group relationships within Sceloporus. In the proposal of Smith (1939) , UTA 1 designates a group in which the genera Uta and Urosaurus are nested within the small-bodied, small-scaled (SB/SS) group of Sceloporus. In this and all other trees, LB/LS refers to the large-bodied, large-scaled radiation of Sceloporus. Smith (1939:29) recognized "Sator" as a distinct genus allied to Sceloporus. In the proposal of Larsen and Tanner (1974, 1975) , I represents the resurrected genus Lycoptychus Cope; II represents a reorganized SB/SS group, which contains a clade de ned by the inclusion of a monophyletic group (denoted by the solid circle) of four species groups formerly assigned to the LB/LS radiation; and III represents the reorganized LB/LS radiation. In the proposal of Hall (1973 , as summarized by Sites et al. 1992 , based on chromosome characters, "Sator" is considered among the ancestral genera external to Sceloporus. In the proposal of Wiens and Reeder (1997) , their Angustus group includes both species of "Sator", in synonomy with Sceloporus. basis of morphological, chromosomal, and behavioral data, and recovered a topology of (("Sator") (Sceloporus merriami (all other Sceloporus))).
More recently, Reeder 's (1995) analysis of mtDNA 12S and 16S gene regions recovered Sceloporus as a polyphyletic genus in one of three analyses, but this was weakly supported. "Sator" was placed in a separate clade with species of the variabilis group, when only transitions were used in the analysis. However, when only transversions were analyzed, Sceloporus was weakly recovered as monophyletic (Reeder, 1995: g. 4) . Reeder and Wiens (1996: gs. 5, 6 ) added 155 morphological, chromosomal, and behavioral characters in a further analysis and recovered a monophyletic Sceloporus with "Sator" as its sister taxon.
The more-inclusive analysis of Wiens and Reeder (1997) recovered a hypothesis that nested "Sator" within Sceloporus (Fig. 1 ), but the morphological data alone still (weakly) placed "Sator" as the sister taxon of Sceloporus, and no tests were performed to distinguish between these rival hypotheses. Schulte et al. (1998) recently proposed an alternative arrangement in which "Sator" is presented as the sister taxon to a ((Petrosaurus) ((Sceloporus) + (Urosaurus))) clade, and we return to this issue in the Discussion.
The present study is based on new characters, including regions of mitochondrial protein-coding (ND4) and RNA genes (tRNAs and some new 12S and 16S rRNA sequences), nuclear markers (aldolase intron sequences, allozymes, and chromosomes), and the previously published morphological/ molecular data set of Wiens and Reeder (1997) . We also include molecular data for SB/SS species that were not included by Wiens and Reeder (1997) . Our objectives in this study are twofold. First we want to develop a strongly supported phylogeny of (primarily) the SB/SS species of Sceloporus. The strength of our hypothesis is based on evidence from character concordance; nodes consistently supported by characters obtained from independent data partitions are considered strongly supported.
Our second objective is to statistically test our hypothesis against various alternatives: (1) the nested position of "Sator" within Sceloporus, versus the alternative in which "Sator" is the sister taxon of a monophyletic Sceloporus (the "Sator out" hypothesis); (2) the monophyly of the SB/SS radiation (Smith, 1939) (Fig. 1) ; (3) the monophyly of Lysoptychus (Larsen and Tanner, 1975) (Fig. 1) ; (4) the basal position of S. merriami within a monophyletic Sceloporus (Wiens, 1993) ; and (5) the arrangement of the angustus (= former "Sator"), utiformis, and siniferus species groups proposed by Wiens and Reeder (1997) (Fig. 1) . The issue here is whether alternative tree topologies can be rejected because they are signi cantly less parsimonious, or have a lower likelihood, than does a strongly supported hypothesis derived from multiple data sets. This is important because if systematists can never de ne by some criterion the nodes that are probably accurate, and separate them from previous hypotheses that are probably wrong, then additional studies may only contribute more con ict to an increasingly confusing forest of trees. The purpose of this study is to develop a fully tested phylogenetic hypothesis for the SB/SS groups of Sceloporus-supporting some nodes, rejecting others, and leaving still others unresolved if support is ambiguous. The placement of "Sator" is of biogeographic interest because it represents one of the few island endemics with a potential sister taxon on the Mexican mainland (Grismer, 1994a, b) .
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Collection of Specimens
One hundred eight specimens were collected during 1993 and 1994 from 72 localities in Mexico and the USA. The 33 species (of « 80 in the genus, according to Sites et al., 1992) included all recognized species in the SB/SS radiation, as originally de ned by Smith (1939) . For some species, two individuals from different parts of the range were included in the sequence data base, because electrophoretic studies revealed xed allozyme differences between localities. All museum vouchers and localities are listed in the Appendix.
Data Sets
Horizontal starch-gel electrophoresis was performed with samples from 83 individuals belonging to 23 species and subspecies of Sceloporus, "Sator", and Urosaurus (Appendix), following the protocols of Mink and Sites (1996) . Three groups of tissues (skeletal muscle, stomach/duodenum, and liver/heart/kidney) were screened separately for different subsets of 27 loci. We used 21 fully resolved isoenzyme loci for the phylogenetic analysis. We followed the stain/buffer protocols described by Murphy et al. (1996) and used buffer systems in several combinations to resolve more charge variation than would be apparent by "single pass" electrophoresis (Coyne, 1982; Barbadilla et al., 1996) . All enzymes, gene loci, buffer systems, and tissue combinations studied are listed in Table 1 .
We incorporated the matrix of molecular and morphological characters from Wiens and Reeder (1997) . This le was used exactly as in Wiens and Reeder (1997) , except that four polymorphic multistate morphological characters were deleted because of differences in geographic sampling between the specimens used in that study and the ones we collected. Speci cally, Wiens and Reeder (1997) coded characters 55 (number of postrostral scales), 146 (dark nuchal collar pattern), 160 (color pattern on posterior surface of thigh), and 172 (female gular coloration) by the "majority method", in which the condition found in the majority of individuals within a sample was designated as the character state for that sample. Our sampling design did not permit us to derive a defensible coding scheme in the majority of taxa for these four characters. Otherwise the morphological matrix was used exactly as in Wiens and Reeder (1997) , and although we refer to EP throughout the text, all analyses of these data included polymorphic characters that were ordered and coded according to the bins method described by Wiens (1995) . This leads to a 24-fold weighting of all xed character states-allozyme, chromosome, molecular, and morphological (the latter coded as 0 or 1 in this matrix)-relative to the frequency states ordered by bins. Tree lengths estimated from the combined data were then divided by 24 to make them comparable with those calculated from the nonmorphological partitions (see the combined evidence analysis below, for an example).
A total of 37 specimens were sampled from 33 taxa within the genera Sceloporus, "Sator", Petrosaurus, and Urosaurus (Appendix) for DNA characters. DNA was extracted by the method of Hillis and Davis (1986) , and the polymerose chain reaction (PCR) amplication and sequencing protocols followed those described in Benabib et al. (1997) . Sequences were collected for part of the mitochondrial protein-coding ND4 gene; serine, histidine, and leucine tRNAs; regions of the 12S and 16S rRNAs; and parts of the nuclear aldolase-A and aldolase-C introns. Homology of the aldolase introns was inferred from the size of the PCR products (Lessa and Applebaum, 1993: g. 5) and by matching nucleotide similarities to GenBank records. The external primer pairs for each of these ampli ed fragments are those of Arévalo et al. (1994) for the ND4 and tRNA genes, Reeder (1995) for the 12S and 16S genes, and Lessa and Applebaum (1993) for the nuclear aldolase genes.
Sequence Alignments
Because there was no length variation in the Sceloporus ND4 sequences, alignment of these data with published Sceloporus ND4 sequences (Arévalo et al., 1994) was trivial (complete ND4 sequences are available in GenBank under accession numbers AF 210332-210368). The low divergence and conserved nucleotide composition of the aldolase sequences, together with very few insertion-deletion (indel) differences, permitted manual alignment (see alignments at the Society of Systematic Biologists web site, http:// www. utexas.edu/ depts/ systbiol/). The tRNAs were aligned on the basis of the vertebrate secondary structure model proposed by Kumazawa and Nishida (1993) , whereas 16S and 12S alignments followed the secondary structure models of Gutell (1994) and Gutell et al. (1994) . Alignment notations for RNA sequences follow Kjer et al. (1994) and are summarized in Figure 2. Three small regions (46 nucleotides) of the 16S sequence that could not be aligned were excluded from the analysis (Fig. 2 ). The precise locations of these alignmentambiguous regions were de ned by identifying hydrogen-bonded anking positions that were con rmed by compensatory base changes (Kjer, 1997) . Both manual and computer alignments can be criticized for various reasons (summarized by Kjer, 1995 Kjer, , 1997 , but if aligned sequences are available, then results are repeatable and the sensitivity of alignments to different variables can be assessed. Our alignments can be reconstructed from Figure 2 and are provided in the le at the Society of Systematic Biologists website.
Character Coding
We coded chromosome characters previously published and compiled by Sites et al. (1992) for phylogenetic analyses, following general methods suggested by others (Frost and Tim, 1992; Borowik, 1995; Wiens and Reeder, 1997) to create a data matrix for PAUP. Speci cally, the six pairs of macrochromosomes for which betweenspecies homology could be reasonably inferred on the basis of chromosome size and shape were scored as unordered multistate characters. Each pair was represented by state 0 (biarmed element), 1 ( ssioned), or 2 (pericentric inversion). Five pairs of microchromosomes were coded as 0 (plesiomorphic condition, as seen in the 2n = 34 karyotype; see Sites et al., 1992: g. 13) or 1 (to denote reduction of microelements by fusion). Another independent character, the location of the single pair of nucleolusorganizing regions (inferred from the location of secondary constrictions in the data summarized by Sites et al., 1992; see Porter et al., 1991) , was coded either as 0 (present in the long arm of macrochromosome pr 2) or 1 (present in a microchromosome). The sex chromosomes provided another unordered multistate character coded to match several alternative heteromorphisms: 0, XY system with reduced Y; 1, X 1 X 2 Y (Y element translocation to a microautosome); 2, X 1 X 2 Y (Y translocation to a macroautosome); 3, pair 7 heteromorphism; 4, XY (large acrocentric Y); and 5, XX (Y indistinct). These heteromorphisms are illustrated by Sites et al. (1992: g. 18) . Finally, the enlarged micro-9 element provided the 14th independent character; it was scored as either present (1) or absent (0). This coding scheme differs slightly from that of Wiens and Reeder (1997) by (1) considering the ve microchromosome pairs as separate characters (vs. a single multistate character); (2) including the nucleolusorganizing region location as another character; and (3) scoring the sex chromosome system as an unordered multistate character with ve alternative states.
Isoenzyme loci were scored by considering the locus as the character and alternative electromorphs as unordered states. For a given locus, homology was inferred if electromorphs retained identical mobilities after side-by-side comparisons on multiple buffers. Coding for phylogenetic analysis followed Mink and Sites (1996) for conservative markers (i.e., those characterized by low intraspeci c but high interspeci c variation), and the step matrix methods described by Mabee and Humphries (1993) and Wiens (1995) were used for the few intraspeci c polymorphic loci in some of the weighted parsimony analyses. Results for the isoenzyme step matrix approaches were incongruent with each other, and with the majority of other analyses carried out in this study; however, because it is beyond the scope of this paper to explore the reasons for these differences, these results are not considered further.
Nucleotides were treated as unordered characters with four alternative states, and basic summary statistics for all partitioned sequences were calculated with MEGA (Kumar et al., 1993) and PAUP* (test version 4.0.0d52; Swofford, pers. comm.) . Gap characters in the RNA sequences were coded as single presence/absence characters, regardless of their length. To accomplish this, indels were treated as missing data in the nucleotide FIGURE 2. Alignment and structure of 12S, 16S, and tRNA sequences, according to the notations recommended by Kjer et al. (1994) ; parentheses, brackets, and underlining respectively identify stem sequences narrowly separated from their complementary sequences, regions involved in base pairing where regions are separated by other hydrogen-bonded stems, and nucleotides paired in a stem (see also Kjer, 1995: g. 2) . Structural models follow Gutell (1994) and are numbered above the sequence according to the system of van de Peer et al. (1993) for 12S, Larsen (1992) for 16S, and Kumazawa and Nishida (1993) for tRNAs. Nucleotide positions are numbered below the sequence, whereas regions of ambiguous alignment that were excluded from the analysis are identi ed with reference to secondary structure, and are denoted by "xx" above the positions. Below the S. formosus sequence is a summary showing where gaps were inserted into all other taxa, relative to the reference sequence. data matrix, and then a separate indel matrix was constructed that consisted of gaps coded as 0 and nucleotides as 1. The gaps coded this way were then downweighted according to the inverse of the length of the longest deletion in the region from which they came (Kjer, 1995) . This was done because it is impossible to trace the number of events that led to an observed indel, and the regions in which we observed extreme length variations are by the nature of their viability (their existence in living organisms) proven to freely permit length variation.
Outgroup Choice
We chose Petrosaurus and Urosaurus as the second and rst outgroups for this study, respectively based on previous phylogenetic work showing a ((Petrosaurus) ((Urosaurus)(Sceloporus + "Sator"))) topology (Wiens, 1993; Reeder and Wiens, 1996 ; but see Schulte et al., 1998) . In some cases of the EP analyses of mtDNA sequence data, and in all analyses of the aldolase sequences, the outgroup topology was constrained as above. This was deemed necessary for aldolase because complete fragments of some of the outgroup taxa could not be amplifed. These constraints also allow PAUP to reconstruct missing data, and the outgroups can be used as separate taxa rather than a hypothetical combination. An unconstrained analysis of the ND4 and combined mtDNA data places Petrosaurus inside of Sceloporus, and because all previous studies contradict this result, as do all of our unconstrained WP and ML analyses, we consider the inclusion of this constraint justi ed for exploratory searches (Moritz et al., 1992; Ballard et al., 1998) , given that placement of Petrosaurus external to Sceloporus is not an issue.
Phylogenetic Analysis
EP analyses were performed with PAUP 3.1 (Swofford, 1993) and PAUP* (test version 4.0.0d52; Swofford, pers. comm.) . For each data set, 50 heuristic searches were performed, using the options of (random) stepwise addition and tree-bisection reconnection. All data sets were rst analyzed separately and then in the following combinations: (mtRNA sequences), (all mitochondrial sequences), (aldolase sequences), (all DNA characters), and (all data, including morphology).
Robustness of the results was evaluated by the decay index of Bremer (1988) and by bootstrap analysis based on either 1,000 pseudoreplicates (Felsenstein, 1985) for the combined data trees or 100 pseudoreplicates with 10 random-addition heuristic searches in each pseudoreplicate for all of the other partitioned data sets. We consider a decay index of 5 and a bootstrap proportion of 95 to be strong support for a clade but recognize that these values are arbitrary.
WP Analyses
Two WP methods were used to accommodate differences in character evolution (Chippindale and Wiens, 1994) and to explore the stability of the proposed phylogeny under a variety of assumptions. One method assumed that transitions, transversions, and nonsilent substitutions occur at different rates; to re ect this without discarding the more rapidly changing sites, we constructed a triple matrix of the data as described by Benabib et al. (1997) . Brie y, the entire mitochondrial nucleotide data set was duplicated, and the copy was converted to a matrix that consisted of only binary characters by changing all G's into A's and all C's into T's (so that the altered matrix contains only A's and T's, which represent purines and pyrimidines). The converted copy was then added to the end of the original DNA data. The protein-coding portion of the original data was then copied again, and this time converted into amino acids, which were used as the third section of the same data set. Although this clearly violates the assumption of character independence, a justi cation for a similar scheme can be found in Agosti et al. (1996) . This justi cation can be summarized by the observation that there are only two possibilities for the second and third (altered) passes of the original data: Additional characters will either support relationships that were supported in the previous pass, in which case the new state is appropriately upweighted, or they will disagree, in which case the new state cannot pose a problem of nonindependence because it is contradictory to its linked alternative. When considered as a weighting scheme, this can be described as follows. Nonsilent substitutions, regardless of their position in the codon, are weighted either as 2 if they resulted from transitions or as 3 if they resulted from transversions.
Silent transversions are weighted as 2 and silent transitions are weighted as 1.
Nucleotide substitution rates also differ among genes, particularly between nuclear and mitochondrial genes. To assess the inuence of this heterogeneity, we applied a step matrix-weighting scheme to accommodate different substitution rates in each of the DNA partitions. This required the construction of four step matrixes, one for each of the following partitions: ND4, mtRNAs, aldolase, and indel characters ( Table 2 ). The step matrixes for the rst three of these were constructed according to the inverse probability of the different kinds of substitutions (Felsenstein, 1981a) . The ML tree was imported into the PAUP le as a starting tree, and the optimality criterion was set to "Likelihood". We then used PAUP to estimate the instantaneous rates of all possible symmetrical substitution types, individually on each of these three DNA partitions, in a 4 £ 4 matrix under a general reversible likelihood model for the imported tree. Table 3 shows that the values of several other trees are very similar to those based on the ML tree, so the step matrix values are relatively tree-independent (Yang et al., 1995) .
Once the 4 £ 4 matrices were constructed for each partition, we normalized the values by dividing each by the sum for its respective row. Then, to downweight the more common kinds of substitutions, we took the inverse of these values for use in the step matrix. These numbers were then multiplied by 10 and rounded to integers to obtain the values shown in Table 2 . Rather than arbitrarily eliminating indel characters, values were taken from the lowest value in any of the other step matrixes. Finally, we weighted each of the partitions by the inverse of their relative rates, which were measured by using the "charpartition" option of PAUP. This weighting scheme was designed to accommodate heterogeneity among data partitions in a single analysis. Both of these weighting methods allow for heterogeneity of substitution classes within and among molecular partitions, and neither appears strongly inuenced by any initial tree topology (in contrast to successive weighting [Farris, 1969] ; see Cunningham, 1997b) .
ML Analyses
ML analyses were performed for all mtDNA and aldolase characters, although we found it not feasible to carry out a full likelihood estimation with what we considered an adequate search strategy. For this reason we took the following shortcuts. First, parameters were determined by a full likelihood estimation from six trees: (1) a tree taken from the non-DNA hypothesis of Reeder and Wiens (1996) ; (2) the combined data tree of Wiens and Reeder (1997) ; (3) the shortest tree resolved from the EP analysis of our DNA data; (4) our combined DNA ML tree; (5) a random tree from near the center of the distribution of 10,000 random trees; and (6) a short random tree selected from the shortest 5% of 10,000 random trees. We could then compare random trees of different lengths with optimal trees constructed from either our DNA data or another source we deemed reliable (e. g., the non-DNA data tree of Reeder and Wiens, 1996;  or the combined data tree of Wiens and Reeder, 1997) .
The model we selected for the likelihood searches was based on the values shown in Table 3 ; we also implemented the MODELTEST program (ver. 2.0; Posada and Crandall, 1998) to identify the most appropriate substitution model for all DNA partitions combined. MODELTEST applies hierarchical likelihood ratio tests to estimate likelihood scores for nested and nonnested sets of substitution models for a given user tree. We used the default settings in MODELTEST to calculate a neighbor-joining tree as the test topology and began by comparing a simple Jukes-Cantor (1969) model (JC; equal base frequencies) with Felsenstein's (1981b) model (F81), which allows unequal base frequencies. In this paired log-likelihood InL ratio test, the JC69 ¡ lnL = 23258.37 versus ¡ ln L = 23026.73 for F81; and with 3 df, the JC69 model is rejected at P < 0.000001. This test was then repeated to test the F81 assumption of equal transition and transversion rates, in comparison with a simple model in which these rates may be unequal (Hasegawa, Kishini, and Yano, 1985 ; the HKY85 model). Here ¡ ln L F81 = 23026.73 and ¡ ln L HKY85 = 22332.68; with 1 df we reject the F81 model at P < 0.000001. The nal test compared HKY85 (which assumes equal rates within both transversions and transitions) against the general time-reversible (GTR) model of Rodrṍguez et al. (1990) , in which all substitution probabilities are assumed to be independent; here ¡ ln L HKY85 = 22332.68 versus ¡ ln L GTR = 21913.59, and with 3 df we reject the HKY85 model at P < 0.00001. Further iterations comparing the GTR model with more parameter-rich models did not improve the t of our data to any of the latter models, so we used the GTR model option in PAUP for all ML searches. To examine heterogeneity in among-site rate variations (ASRV) in our sequence data sets, we estimated the gamma distribution shape parameter (a , using the "tree scores" option in PAUP*) by way of ML analysis, for each of the partitioned DNA data sets. Because we did not know how long a search would take, we took a second shortcut by constraining all nodes that were supported in the EP analysis by 100% bootstrap and 5 + decay index values. These constraints allowed us to conduct 10 heuristic randomaddition likelihood searches. On the second search, we used the parameters from the Wiens and Reeder (1997) combined data tree (Table 3) , and relaxed the constraints to conspeci c taxa only. Again, this option allowed us to conduct 10 random-addition likelihood searches. To evaluate whether any of our constraints affected the results, we implemented a single heuristic search of all taxa without constraints (this required 8 days of computation on a 240 MHz computer). The searches all resulted in identical tree topologies. We then estimated parameters on our likelihood tree (no. 4 above) and ran another search with parameters input from this tree, constraining only the conspeci c taxa. We could thus evaluate the sensitivity of our likelihood searches to the range of parameters used (see Table 3 ), and could include parameter estimates from the optimal tree under likelihood.
Statistical Tests of Alternative Hypotheses
Our most strongly supported trees were tested against alternatives (topologies in Fig. 1) ; we also tested the basal position of S. merriami as proposed by Wiens (1993) . We used the conservative nonparametric Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test (originally described by Templeton, 1983) as implemented by Larson (1994) , to test the t of constrained alternative topologies to our data. We also evaluated these hypotheses in terms of likelihood by the Kishino and Hasegawa (1989) test. Both tests were implemented with the Tree Scores option of PAUP; each of the parsimony trees was evaluated in terms of likelihood by estimating a , GTR substitution frequencies, and invariant sites. We also tested the phylogenetic position of "Sator", using the parametric bootstrap test (Huelsenbeck et al., 1996a,b) . Table 4 summarizes patterns of variation for all data partitions collected in this study. Chromosome and isoenzyme data sets were relatively small and were informative at only a few nodes. Aldolase sequences were informative, but because our primers failed to amplify some taxa, this partition is the least complete. All mtDNA partitions contained large numbers of parsimony-informative sites, although the proportion of these to the total number of variable sites varied among the different partitions (41% for tRNAs to 81% for ND4; Table 4 ). Tests for stationarity of nucleotide composition (Collins et al., 1994) showed no signi cant deviations among taxa for any sequence partitions (Table 4) .
RESULTS
Patterns of Variation
ASRV, indicated by values of a , was present in all of the partitions but in different amounts (Table 3) . Each of our sequence data sets contained many nucleotides that were invariable, some that changed once on a tree, and others that changed many times, but histograms describing this ASRV among different data partitions differed in their precise shape (results not shown). Sullivan (1996) noted that overlap between data sets with different ASRVs could be used to justify a combined analysis of these partitions (i.e., simulated data partitions might have completely nonoverlapping distributions of rates, but biological data partitions are likely to have overlapping distributions). Agreeing with Sullivan (1996) on this issue, we combined the data partitions even though the ASRV values were not identical. Although we accept that combination may not always lead to a superior estimation (Bull et al., 1993) , recent empirical studies of these issues show that, under a variety of conditions, combining data partitions frequently improves both character congruence and phylogenetic accuracy (Barrett et al., 1991; Cunningham, 1997a,b; Wiens, 1998a) , and in cases where substantial con ict between data partitions is not improved by combining them, phylogenetic accuracy may still be improved by increasing the size of the and P values are tests for stationarity (Collins et al., 1994) . data base (Cunningham, 1997b, Givnish and Sytsma, 1997; Wiens, 1998b) .
Data Partitions and Combinations
Individual parsimony analyses were carried out for almost all sequence partitions and compared for con ict. Only the chromosomes and isoenzymes were not analyzed separately, because of the low total number of informative characters. The strict consensus trees from the ND4 and RNA data share many nodes in common, and many have strong bootstrap support in both (not shown). Because there were no nodes in strong con ict (i.e., mutually incompatible clades supported by high bootstrap values), and because linked mitochondrial genes all share the same history, we combined the mitochondrial data.
Analysis of the aldolase sequences resulted in the hypothesis shown in Figure 3 . This analysis recovered 13 equally parsimonious trees-tree length = 322, consistency index (CI) = 0.693, and rescaled consistency index (RI) = RI = 0.524-if Sceloporus is constrained to be monophyletic. If the S. variabilis group was constrained to a (S. couchii, S. parvus (S. variabilis + S. chrysostictus)) topology, two additional monophyletic groups are recovered that are also strongly supported by the mtDNA partition (Fig. 4,  see below) . This constraint was necessary because missing data in S. couchii and S. parvus prevented their placement, and the monophyly of this group is not in question (Wiens and Reeder, 1997) . The chromosome and isoenzyme data had few parsimonyinformative characters (Table 4) , but these were not in strong con ict with each other or with the aldolase sequences (results not shown). Numbers below the internal branches show support based on mtDNA only, and those above are values for total DNA. Circles identify the monophyletic groups recovered from the total nuclear character matrix when the variabilis group is constrained to be monophyletic (² ) and when it is constrained to a basal position (±) (see Fig. 3 ).
index 5 + in both mtDNA and total DNA data partitions); (2) jalapae + S. ochoterenae) clade (bootstrap > 99% and decay index 5 + in both). The LB/LS clade was also recovered to the exclusion of a paraphyletic SB/SS group (bootstrap > 74% and decay index¸2) (Fig. 4) . Figure 5 shows the shortest tree obtained with EP analysis of all available data. The tree recovers a paraphyletic, basal SB/SS radiation, in which "Sator" is strongly nested within Sceloporus. Further, S. scalaris is nested well within the LB/LS radiation (contra Smith, 1939) , and other clades recovered include the variabilis and siniferus groups, a (S. utiformis + "Sator") group, the siniferus and (S. utiformis + "Sator") groups as sister taxa, a (nelsoni + pyrocephalus) clade, a (jalapae + ochoterenae) clade, and the LB/LS clade (Fig. 5) .
EP Analysis-Combined Data
WP Analyses
The trilevel WP analysis was based on all DNA characters and recovered two shortest trees (Fig. 6a) . The basal topology of this tree is ((variabilis)(((siniferus) + (utiformis))(all other Sceloporus))); within the (all other Sceloporus) clade, a monophyletic LB/LS radiation is recovered (including S. scalaris) in one of the two shortest trees. The two shortest trees differ in the placement of S. magister; which groups either with the (S. jalapae + S. ochoterenae) clade or as the basal member of the LB/LS clade.
WP analysis based on the step matrixes (Table 2 ) generated from likelihood estimates of instantaneous rate changes (Table 3 ) recovered a single shortest tree (Fig. 6b) in which the relationships among the basal three clades ((variabilis)(((utiformis) + (siniferus))(all other Sceloporus))) were congruent with those recovered from the trilevel WP (Fig. 6a) . The remaining SB/SS taxa were recovered in more-nested positions (internal to S. merriami), as in the EP tree, and the LB/LS radiation was fully resolved (including S. scalaris).
ML Analysis
The RNAs and the aldolase genes had high ASRV (as indicated by a values near 0.5), whereas the ND4 gene was relatively more constant, but still had a values < 1.0 (Table 3) . We therefore decided that accommodating ASRV was justi ed in a combined analysis. Differences among classes of transitions and transversions (i.e., T-A transversions were >11 times more frequent than T-G transversions in the RNA sequences; Table 3 ) and the MODELTEST results led us to select a GTR model. Parameters were estimated from the various trees (nos. 1-6 in Table 3 , reading left to right) for the combined data, and after examining the values generated from trees 1-3, 5, and 6, we decided to begin with parameters estimated from the Reeder and Wiens (1996) tree (no. 1 in Table 3 ), because its values were close to those estimated from our own data (tree no. 3 in Table 3 ) yet differed from both of the random trees (nos. 5 and 6). We justify this selection with the suspicion that values taken from our own data could harbor some unsuspected circularity, whereas those estimated from another source could not in uence our nal results in any but a conservative way.
The ML analysis recovered a topology identical to the total DNA tree (Fig. 4) , the combined data tree (Fig. 5) , and the WP trees (Figs. 6a, b) with regard to the placement of the basal three clades. It was also identical to both WP analyses in placing S. merriami as the sister taxon to all remaining Sceloporus and a monophyletic LB/LS radiation that included S. scalaris (Fig. 7) . Table 5 summarizes results of Wilcoxon signed-rank tests for the alternative hypotheses presented in Figure 1 , relative to the DNA-only (Fig. 4) and combined data (Fig. 5) hypotheses. The sequential Bonferroni-corrected probabilities permit unambiguous rejection of the "monophyly of Lysoptychus" hypothesis and the "SS/SB group monophyly" hypothesis in both comparisons, and the DNA-only partition rejects the Wiens and Reeder (1997) placement of the angustus group (i.e., both species of "Sator", . Bootstrap values and decay index (1,000 replications, given only if >50% and > 1, respectively) are provided above and below internal branches, respectively. Open vertical bars at the right identify all ingroup taxa belonging to the original SB/SS and LB/LS radiations of Smith (1939). and the "Sator out" hypothesis is not rejected by this test in either comparison. Table 6 summarizes the results of the KishinoHasegawa (1989) paired likelihood tests. The likelihood tree (Fig. 7) is signi cantly better than all of the alternative trees tested with sequential Bonferroni-corrected probabilities (P = 0.05).
Statistical Tests of Alternative Hypotheses
Because of the important biogeographic issues associated with correctly inferring the phylogenetic position of "Sator", we tested our results against the possibility that "Sator" is the sister taxon of a monophyletic Sceloporus (the "Sator out" alter-TABLE 5. Summary of Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank tests (carried out as described by Larson, 1994) . The partitions present tree topologies derived from all DNA sequences (Fig. 4) and combined data (Fig. 5) , and test these trees against the same set of alternative phylogenetic hypotheses for Sceloporus (Fig. 1) .
DNA only (tree length = 3950; Fig. 4 (Hochberg, 1988; Rice, 1989) corrects each probability by multiplying it by 1 + k ¡ i , where k is the number of tests (k = 5 for each partition), and i is the rank of the tests, given their uncorrected probabilities (from smaller to larger).
b¤ P < 0.05; ¤ ¤ P < 0.01; ¤ ¤ ¤ P < 0.001. native) by parametric bootstrapping. We constrained a heuristic search of the ND4 data to the "Sator out" hypothesis. All equally parsimonious trees generated through the Kishino-Hasegawa (1989) likelihood variance tests pairing our maximum likelihood tree (Fig. 7) against the alternative topologies illustrated in Figure 1 , or as de ned below. The probability values are derived from sequential Bonferroni corrections, as described in Table 5 .
Parsimony
¡ Ln Tree topology steps likelihood P ML tree (Fig. 7 10 heuristic-constrained searches of the ND4 data were evaluated by way of likelihood with the PAUP "tree scores" option, and the single best tree and its branch lengths were saved to a le. We chose the ND4 sequences because they had the lowest measure of ASRV (Table 3) , because this partition was virtually complete for all taxa, and because as a protein-coding gene, ND4 is less likely to violate the assumptions of the model regarding independence among sites than are the RNA sequences. Adherence to a speci ed model is particularly important here because in parametric bootstrapping, new DNA matrices are generated through model-dependent simulations.
The tree generated through the heuristic search and its branch lengths were saved to a le. The constrained tree was 10 steps longer than the shortest tree, and we estimated likelihood parameters on this "Sator out" tree. We then simulated the evolution of sequence data with the Siminator program (Huelsenbeck et al., 1996a) , using the likelihoodestimated parameters of alpha and kappa, and the HKY85 model of the "Sator out" tree and its branch lengths, from the previously saved constrained search. In this way, the "known phylogeny" of the simulated data has the topology of ("Sator"(Sceloporus)), and the branching points in the simulation are based on what they would actually be if this were true. We simulated 100 data sets with 687 nucleotides and then analyzed them with PAUP* (test version 4.0.0d52), using parsimony. Because this was the "known phylogeny" under which the data were simulated, it should be equal to the shortest tree in most cases. A histogram of the distribution of the differences between the tree lengths of our shortest tree minus tree lengths of the ("Sator"(Sceloporus))-constrained tree is shown in Figure 8 . This analysis asks the question: If "Sator" is really the sister taxon of a monophyletic Sceloporus, how many times in 100 would we observe an "error" of the magnitude we obtained from the actual data (10 steps)? Figure 8 shows that this would occur only once in 100 times, and we reject the "Sator-out" hypothesis at P = 0.01 with this test.
DISCUSSION
Multiple Data Sets and Character Concordance
Debate on the combinability of different data sets has been extensive (de Queiroz et al., 1995) , and a widely held opinion is that combining provides a better chance to recover accurate phylogenies, assuming that data sets meet parsimony assumptions (Chippindale and Wiens, 1994; Wiens and Reeder, 1995; Sullivan, 1996; Cunningham, 1997a,b; Wiens, 1998a,b) . This study con rms the advantages of using multiple data sets, even though some taxa are incomplete for some data. We can assess the strength of support for particular clades by evaluating bootstrap and decay values, or the frequency with which any clade is recovered by more than one independent data partition. Figure 7 presents the ML tree and summarizes support for the most consistently recovered positions of the basal clades of Sceloporus, in the context of conventional numerical measures of support (bootstrap and decay values) and with congruence among independent data partitions. Conservative measures of congruence require data sets to be independent (Miyamoto and Fitch, 1995a) , and here we considered four independent data partitions: combined mitochondrial sequences; aldolase sequences; combined chromosome + isoenzyme loci, and morphology.
None of the individual partitions provided a completely resolved hypothesis, but the EP analysis of all data recovered one fully resolved tree (Fig. 5) , and many nodes were supported by multiple independent FIGURE 7. Congruence among alternative tree-construction algorithms, and four data partitions, relative to the best-supported topology (the ML tree is shown here). Nodes in the tree correspond to numbers in the left side of the matrix, and the columns in the matrix summarize the following: different data sets recovering the same node (congruence), the bootstrap proportion (if > 50%) and decay indexes supporting each node in the tree, and the alternative analysis that recovered (solid box) or failed to recover (open box) a particular node; lightly shaded boxes indicate nodes recovered in some trees for which multiple equally parsimonious solutions were found. Open circles identify nodes with no or very weak support by character congruence or bootstrap (< 50%) or decay index values (< 1.0). Numbers in the congruence column denote the following data partitions: 1 = mtDNA sequences; 2 = aldolase sequences; 3 = isoenzymes + chromosomes; and 4 = morphological characters. FIGURE 8. Distribution of tree lengths (TL) based on 100 parametric bootstrap replicates of ND4 sequences, under the constraint that "Sator" is external to Sceloporus. Our topology is signi cant at P = 0.01. data sets. For example, nodes 1, 3-7, 10, 13, 17, 18, and 22 (Fig. 7) are all supported by at least two data partitions, even though some are only weakly supported by bootstrap and decay indexes (nodes 5 and 6, for example). These are considered strongly supported here because of congruence between mtDNA and chromosome + isoenzyme data (node 5), or between these two and aldolase sequences (node 6).
Sensitivity of Tree Topology to Different Assumptions
The right panel of Figure 7 summarizes the stability of a particular node under EP, WP, and ML assumptions. The WP and ML approaches are different attempts to accommodate rate heterogeneity and probability of homoplasy in the evolution of different character partitions, and WP methods permit differential character weighting to be assessed in the context of analysis of all partitions combined (Chippindale and Wiens, 1994) . ML methods model probabilities of base changes along each tree branch, for each nucleotide in a given set of sequence data, but they are sensitive to the parameters of the speci ed model (Hasegawa and Fujiwara, 1993; Huelsenbeck and Crandall, 1997) and are currently best suited to analysis of sequence data. The ML parameters used in this study (Table 3 ) recover a topology that is congruent with those based on EP and WP methods with respect to basal clades (Fig. 7) . Our initial expectation was that the step matrix analysis (Fig. 6b) would provide a closer approximation to the ML analysis, because both of these separate substitution frequencies into nine different classes, and both should accommodate nucleotide compositional biases. Yet the trilevel weighting scheme was also strikingly congruent with the ML analysis, surprising concordance considering the difference in their assumptions (trilevel weighting was suspected of being more "coarse" in accommodating rate heterogeneity among molecular partitions). Further, our data set was numerically dominated by molecular characters, some of which were known from the work of Wiens and Reeder (1997) to con ict with morphological data in the placement of some taxa. Under such conditions, EP analyses alone may be misleading for one or the other data partition by long-branch attraction (Felsenstein, 1978) , and sequence data may be in uenced in a EP analysis by ASRV, compositional bias, or any combination of these factors. Yet agreement among methods suggests that these factors, either singly or in combination, are less likely to be an issue here. This is an important conclusion, because several basal clades (1, 5, and 6) are only weakly supported by conventional measures (bootstrap proportions and decay indexes). We do not claim that congruence among these alternative methods is necessarily evidence for strongly supported nodes but only that the stability of these clades is not sensitive to very different assumptions of character evolution, assumptions designed to correct for problems common to molecular data. Our strongest case for support of most of the clades in Figure 7 is congruence between independent data partitions, and we present this topology as our working hypothesis, with a preference to collapse nodes 9 and 12 (open circles in Fig. 7) .
Tests for Alternative Phylogenies
This study con rms the Wiens and Reeder (1997) proposal for many clades, and here we make statistical statements of the strength of our preferred hypothesis (Fig. 7) . We reject monophyly of the SS/SB group (Fig. 1a) and monophyly of the Lysoptychus group (Fig. 1b) on the basis of the conservative Wilcoxon signed-rank test (Table 5 ) and con rm the Wiens and Reeder (1997) proposal nesting the scalaris group well within the LB/LS radiation (Fig. 1d) . The position of S. merriami inside of node 4 (Fig. 7) remains uncertain, although we can reject its proposed sister taxon relationship to all other Sceloporus (Wiens, 1993) by the Kishino-Hasegawa test (Table 6) .
Our hypothesis strongly agrees with the Wiens and Reeder (1997) topology for placement of the two most basal groups formerly recognized as the SB/SS radiation, with one exception: We consistently recover a monophyletic "Sator" (their angustus group of Sceloporus), as the sister clade of S. utiformis, and this clade in turn forms a sister group with the siniferus group, with a topology of ((siniferus) (S. utiformis + "Sator")) (Figs. 4-7) . We reject the Wiens and Reeder topology for this particular clade (Fig. 1d) on the basis of DNA data (P = 0.002, Table 5 ; P = 0.025, Table 6 ), but the nested position of "Sator" within Sceloporus, as proposed in both studies, con rms a hypothesis previously suggested by many other investigators (Dickerson, 1919; Schmidt, 1922; Wyles and Gorman, 1978; de Queiroz, 1982; Murphy, 1983a; Etheridge and de Queiroz, 1988; Frost and Etheridge, 1989) . The recent proposal by Schulte et al. (1998) places "Sator" as the sister taxon to a ((Petrosaurus) ((Sceloporus) + (Urosaurus))) clade, on the basis of new mtDNA sequence data (eight tRNAs, ND2, and parts of the ND1 and CO1 protein genes), coupled with morphological characters from Estes et al. (1988) , Frost and Etheridge (1989) , Reeder and Wiens (1996) , and 15 new characters from R. Etheridge (pers. comm.; see Schulte et al., 1998 :appendix 1). Our study design does not contain an appropriate sampling of outgroups to evaluate this alternative, and without a description of the new morphological characters, that is dif cult to evaluate. However, we recovered "Sator" as the sister taxon to S. utiformis in all analyses and on the basis of congruence among three independent data partitions (Fig. 7) . Schulte et al. (1998) sampled only a single species of Sceloporus (S. graciosus, in the LB/LS radiation), and without any species representing basal groups, we suspect that their topology may be biased by sampling artifacts. Further study will need to include more extensive ingroup and outgroup sampling, coupled with the inclusion of nuclear gene sequences.
Most of the groups internal to node 9 in Figure 7 , and the position of S. merriami with respect to nodes 8-14, need further investigation; because our sampling of the LB/LS radiation species was incomplete, we do not consider it further in this paper. Parts of this group are very poorly resolved in the more extensive phylogeny presented by Wiens and Reeder (1997: gs. 5,8) , and will probably require new data for full resolution.
Origin and Biogeography of "Sator" angustus and S. grandaevus Figure 9 shows the distribution of both species of the former "Sator" in the Sea of Cortez: Sceloporus angustus is endemic to two islands in close proximity (Isla Santa Cruz, Isla San Diego), whereas S. grandaevus is known only from Isla Cerralvo, « 150 km south of the range of S. angustus. None of these islands have any recent (10,000-15,000 years) connections to the Baja Peninsula; all are thought to have had tectonic origins by block faulting from the eastern edge of the peninsula and are now separated from it by deep water channels (Grismer, 1994a) . Grismer (1994a Grismer ( , 1994b suggested that these two species originated from an ancestor on the Baja Peninsula that has since gone extinct, but neither our phylogenetic hypothesis nor that of Wiens and Reeder (1997) supports this view. All other Sceloporus now occurring on the Baja Peninsula and associated islands are nested well within the LB/LS radiation (Wiens and Reeder, 1997) and thus must represent a more recent origin than the two "Sator."
An earlier hypothesis proposed that the former genus "Sator" originated as a result of a transgul an vicariance (Murphy, 1975 (Murphy, , 1983a (Murphy, , 1983b ) associated with the tectonic formation of the peninsula. This original hypothesis has been recently re ned by Grismer (1994a Grismer ( , 1994b on the basis of a better understanding of both the distribution of the peninsular herpetofauna and the geological history of the peninsula itself. He predicts a sister taxon relationship between the species endemic to all or some part of the peninsula and the species con ned to a region of western Mexico, which closely approximates the present range of S. utiformis (Fig. 9) . Grismer (1994a) has also identi ed several other groups of squamates with similar distributions and calls this group a southern Miocene vicariant complex. The ((S. angustus + S. grandaevus)(S. utiformis)) clade, as a monophyletic group within Sceloporus, is consistent with its origin by transgul an vicariance. In contrast, the Wiens and Reeder (1997) hypothesis (converted to an area cladogram in Fig. 9 ) recovers S. utiformis as the sister group of a clade of taxa distributed further to the south, which is not expected under the transgul an hypothesis. Our hypothesis and associated area cladogram ts the expectations of the transgul an vicariance hypothesis, but the Wiens and Reeder phylogeny is also compatible-although it requires an earlier transgul an event in which the former "Sator" diverged rst from a more widely distributed ancestor along the west coast of Mexico.
Two caveats to the transgul an hypothesis must be emphasized. First, a serious concern is that there is currently no de nitive support for a vicariant explanation because no well-corroborated phylogenies are available for most of the other groups of the southern Miocene vicariant complex. The single exception is the phylogeny hypothesized by Grismer (1994a) for the orcutti group of Sceloporus; this group, which is endemic to the Baja Peninsula, was proposed to be the sister clade to the (nelsoni + pyrocephalus) clade of western Mexico. This is also the relationship predicted by transgul an vicariance, but Wiens and Reeder (1997: g. 9) showed that the orcutti group is nested well within the LB/LS clade and thus cannot have originated as proposed by Grismer.
Second, an over-water dispersal event cannot be ruled out by either our ndings or the Wiens and Reeder (1997) hypothesis. Grismer (1994b:table 2) suggested other examples of this phenomenon on Cerralvo (the snake Rhinocheilus lecontei) and Santa Cruz (the rattlesnake Crotalus atrox). Such an explanation, however, would require many post hoc assumptions to explain the S YSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 49 FIGURE 9. Geographic distributions of the siniferus and (S. utiformis + "Sator") groups, and both species of the former "Sator". Also shown are alternative area cladograms derived from our phylogenetic hypothesis (a) versus the alternative hypothesis of Wiens and Reeder (1997) (b) . The abbreviations S. Cruz, S. Diego, and Cerralvo refer to islands inhabited by Sceloporus angustus and S. grandaevus; NW.MX and SW.MX refer to northwestern and southwestern Mexico, respectively; MX-CA is extreme southern Mexico and Central America; and Chiapas is the central valley of the state of Chiapas. The dotted line is the rst speciation event in each group; and ² represents the transgul an vicariance event postulated in deriving the origin of the former "Sator". current disjunct distribution of S. angustus and S. grandaevus.
